Global and Local Panoramic Views for Gastroscopy: An Assisted Method of Gastroscopic Lesion Surveillance.
Gastroscopy plays an important role in the diagnosis of gastric disease. In this paper, we develop an image panoramic system to assist endoscopists in improving lesion surveillance and reducing many of the tedious operations associated with gastroscopy. The constructed panoramic view has two categories: 1) the local view broadens the endoscopist's field of view in real time. Combining with the original gastroscopic video, this mosaicking view enables the endoscopist to diagnose the lesion comprehensively; 2) the global view constructs a large-area panoramic scene of the internal gastric surface, which can be used for intraoperative surgical navigation and postoperative scene review. Due to the irregular texture and inconsistent reflection of the gastric internal surface, common registration methods cannot accurately stitch this surface. Thereby, a six degree of freedom position tracking endoscope is devised to accommodate for the accumulated mosaicking error and provide efficient mosaicking results. For the global view, a dual-cube constraint model and a Bundle Adjustment algorithm are incorporated to deal with the mosaicking error caused by the irregular inflation and nonrigid deformation of the stomach. Moreover, texture blending and frame selection schemes are developed to make the mosaicking results feasible in real-clinical applications. The experimental results demonstrate that our system performs with a speed of 7.12 frames/s in a standard computer environment, and the mosaicking mean error is 0.43 mm for local panoramic view and 3.71 mm for global panoramic view.